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Economic health of the internet ecosystem: briefing from CAIDA’s 2013
workshop
Blog Editor
Last week, the Cooperative Association of Internet Data Analysis [CAIDA] and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) held its 4th invitation-only workshop on internet
economics on the theme “Economic Health of the Internet Ecosystem”. LSE Tech’s Silvia ElalufCalderwood and Jonathan Liebenau presented ongoing work on internet measurements. In
this blog, they provide a general overview of the event, which is regarded as a highly valuable
effort to integrate findings for understanding the future of the internet.
Although beautiful San Diego, California was slightly cooler than usual, the twenty invited participants from business and
academe enjoyed the venue and the University of California’s generous hospitality. The LSE Tech team presented on
“Measuring what might be regulated; regulating what might be measured in the internet” and contributed to discussions
throughout the two days of debate and analysis.
The workshop included a wide spectrum of presentations from leading researchers
at institutions such as MIT, U Penn, UC Irvine, Northwestern, UC Santa Barbara,
CAIDA/UCSD, U Minnesota. There was also participation by industrial
representatives from Comcast, Microsoft, BT Research and Innovation, and
Verizon. This group includes a large number of people who have served or are
currently serving on governance bodies including the Federal Communications
Commission, the Internet Society, ICANN, and the US National Academy of
Sciences internet committees.
The agenda was diverse and covered many topics, including:
the cost of content delivery,
incentives for efficient delivery,
who pays?
the health of the advertising revenue stream,
could the “free” Internet experience (i.e. supported by advertising) run out of money?
the quality of the user experience (QoE, not QoS),
the rise of specialized services,
what are the implications of IP networks beyond the Internet: a driver of investment or a threat to OTT innovation?
new models for regulatory analysis,
regulation as a driver of a healthy ecosystem,
US vs. EU comparisons,
the role of data: theory vs. empirical framings.
The presentations from industry (BT and Verizon) were especially interesting and important to understand the scope and
limitations of the current approaches to assess the business models applied to the internet. Of special interest is the economic
analysis Professor Greenstein from Northwestern U. and Harvard Business School on the economic aspects of platform
differentiation with an application to mobile. This work owes something to work on platforms by collaborators in the LSE-Tech
group.
Looking forward
The LSE presentation is the starting point for further integrative work on internet metrics for economic analysis. This generated
a in-depth debate on what needs to be done to understand the links between internet network metrics, economic variables and
business models. The importance of this debate was summarised in the contributions by many participants on specific
requirements for what ought to be included in the metrics of the internet. The LSE team will continue the work on this area with
upcoming paper submissions to relevant conferences and journals.
The general feeling at the end of the workshop was that CAIDA’s measurement tools are more relevant than ever and more
work is required to integrate results and coherent views on the future of the internet. All participants to the workshop were
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registered – based on their ISP – for a raffle to take home a Raspberry-Pi and contribute to the Ark project monitoring. The
minutes of the meeting will be published shortly at the main website and there are plans for a similar event next year.
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